Abstract. Heterogeneous ice freezing points of aqueous solutions containing various immersed solid dicarboxylic acids (oxalic, adipic, succinic, phthalic and fumaric) have been measured with a differential scanning calorimeter. The results show that only the dihydrate of oxalic acid (OAD) acts as a heterogeneous ice nucleus, with an increase in freezing temperature between 2 and 5 K depending on solution composition. In several field campaigns, oxalic acid enriched particles have been detected in the upper troposphere with single particle aerosol mass spectrometry. Simulations with a microphysical box model indicate that the presence of OAD may reduce the ice particle number density in cirrus clouds by up to ∼50% when compared to exclusively homogeneous cirrus formation without OAD. Using the ECHAM4 climate model we estimate the global net radiative effect caused by this heterogeneous freezing to result in a cooling as high as −0.3 Wm −2 .
Introduction
Cirrus clouds cover about 30% of the Earth's surface, playing an important role in the chemical and physical processes of the atmosphere. Their presence increases the scattering and absorption of solar radiation as well as the absorption of long wave terrestrial radiation (Baker, 1997) . A change in cirrus cloud coverage may significantly alter the global radiation balance and hence the Earth's climate. The exact mechanisms of cirrus cloud formation is still unknown. Ice particles in cirrus clouds can form via homogeneous ice nucleation from liquid aerosols or by heterogeneous ice nucleation on solid ice nuclei (IN). Field observations indicate that IN are involved in the heterogeneous formation of some cirrus clouds (Chen et al., 1998; Cziczo et al., 2004a) . Several
Correspondence to: B. Zobrist (zobrist@env.ethz.ch) laboratory studies have investigated heterogeneous ice nucleation on black carbon (DeMott et al., 1999) or inorganic IN, e.g., solid (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 (Zuberi et al., 2001) , kaolinite and montmorillonite (Zuberi et al., 2002) , hematite and corundum (Hung et al., 2003) , aluminum oxide, alumina-silicate and iron oxide (Archuleta et al., 2005) .
While the potential of organic aerosol particles to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) has been established for water clouds (Novakov and Penner, 1993; Facchini et al., 1999) , their influence on upper tropospheric ice clouds is less well known although they can constitute up to 50% or more of the dry aerosol mass even in the upper troposphere (UT) (Novakov et al., 1997; Middlebrook et al., 1998; Murphy et al., 1998) . Theoretical studies indicate that homogeneous ice nucleation in aerosols containing organics may be impeded (Kärcher and Koop, 2005) , in agreement with recent field observations (DeMott et al., 2003; Cziczo et al., 2004b) . In contrast, the effect of solid organic IN on heterogeneous ice nucleation processes is largely unexplored. The diversity of organic substances in the atmosphere makes it basically impossible to investigate all potential organic ice nuclei, and poses the need to focus on the most likely candidates. For this purpose, we define three prerequisites for a water soluble organic substance to act as an ice nucleus in upper tropospheric cirrus clouds:
(i) Its abundance in the upper troposphere must be sufficiently high and its volatility sufficiently low to allow the formation of crystals.
(ii) There must be a pathway leading to nucleation of organic crystalline forms.
(iii) The organic crystals act as immersion mode IN.
We believe that organic substances that fulfill these prerequisites have the potential to act as IN and affect the formation of cirrus clouds. In the following, we try to idenseveral field studies have suggested that dicarboxylic acids are a significant component of the organic fraction with low volatility (Chebbi and Carlier, 1996; Yao et al., 2002) . Dicarboxylic acids have been detected in various atmospheric environments, such as the marine boundary layer (Kawamura and Sakaguchi, 1999) , at urban sites (Kawamura and Ikushima, 1993) , in Arctic aerosols (Narukawa et al., 2003a) , in the free troposphere (Narukawa et al., 2003b) and also in biomass burning plumes (Graham et al., 2002) . The prevalent dicarboxylic acid is usually oxalic acid, followed by malonic acid and succinic acid. Modelling studies have shown that these acids are formed in aqueous liquid-phase oxidation of organic water soluble substances (Ervens et al., 2004) . Oxalic acid is the final sink in the aqueous liquid-phase oxidation scheme, making it the largest single contributor to the organic mass of aqueous aerosols (Ervens et al., 2004) .
Criterion (ii) is more restrictive because combined laboratory and modeling studies have revealed that internal mixing of a multitude of solutes -organic and/or inorganicprevents the crystallization of minor components (Marcolli et al., 2004a) . One possible exception are several dicarboxylic acids which may form stable crystals with low aqueous solubilities. Marcolli et al. (2004b) identified oxalic, succinic, fumaric, and phthalic acids as possible candidates for organics with a chance to crystallize from multi-component aqueous aerosol particles. It will be shown below that one pathway leading to crystallization of some of these acids is triggered by homogeneous ice formation. Once crystallized, these compounds will remain in crystalline form due to their low solubility even if the ice sublimates subsequently.
Criterion (iii) asks for IN in immersion mode, not in deposition mode. This is justified by considering that dicarboxylic acids are directly emitted into the atmosphere together with other aerosol components and mix internally via gas phase diffusion (Marcolli et al., 2004b) . In addition, the smallest dicarboxylic acids are produced by slow conversion of organic precursors in aqueous liquid-phase oxidation reactions in the free troposphere, and, therefore also end up in aerosol particles that consist of a mixture of solutes (Ervens et al., 2004; Legrand et al., 2005) . If an organic substance precipitates from a multi-component mixture, its crystals will be embedded in an aqueous solution consisting of inorganic and/or other soluble organic solutes and, therefore, can only act as an immersion IN.
To act in deposition mode, all solutes would have to cocrystallize, which is highly unlikely when considering that many solutes do not crystallize readily such as H 2 SO 4 or other non-precipitating organics. Aqueous solution aerosol particles consisting of only a single organic component from which a pure organic could crystallize are thermodynamically not favored in the atmosphere. Also the deposition nucleation of organic substances on solid particles are kinetically inhibited as this process requires high supersaturations, however, for water soluble organics high gas phase supersaturations are reduced due to their solubility in aqueous aerosol particles.
While it has been shown that some dicarboxylic acids are inefficient IN in the deposition mode (Prenni et al., 2001; Parsons et al., 2004) , their ability to induce ice freezing in the immersion mode is yet unexplored. Therefore, following Marcolli et al. (2004b) , this study focusses on oxalic, succinic, adipic, fumaric and phthalic acids, as these have abundance-to-solubility ratios suitable for the formation of solids under atmospheric conditions. The possible role of these five crystalline dicarboxylic acids to act as IN immersed in aqueous solutions have been investigated in differential scanning calorimetry measurements. The obtained results were then implemented in a microphysical box model and in a global climate model to estimate the change in the microphysical properties and the radiative effect of cirrus clouds nucleated heterogeneously compared to exclusively homogeneously formed cirrus clouds.
Experimental section

Experimental setup
Experiments of emulsified aqueous solutions containing crystalline dicarboxylic acid were performed with a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC, TA Instruments Q10). Measurements were performed with phthalic, adipic, fumaric, succinic and oxalic acid. All substances were obtained from Fluka with purities of ≥99%. The emulsions were made by adding a mixture of 23 wt% lanolin (Fluka Chemical) and 77 wt% mineral oil (Aldrich Chemical) to the aqueous solutions (made with distilled and deionized water, 18.2 M ), in which the lanolin/mineral oil represents 80% of the total volume. The samples were emulsified by applying a commercial drilling machine for 15 min, which leads to a mean diameter of the droplets of 4±2 µm. Approximately 30±5 mg of the emulsions were used for each DSC measurement, containing ∼10 7 droplets. The DSC temperature calibration was performed with the melting point of ice and the ferroelectric phase transition of (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 at 223.1 K. The accuracy of the reported freezing and melting points is ±0.5 K and ±0.4 K, respectively. Note that the precision of freezing points in a single emulsion is distinctly better than 0.2 K. Figure 1 shows DSC heat flow curves for a typical experimental run with a 4.95 wt% aqueous oxalic acid solution. First the sample was cooled with a constant cooling rate (10 Kmin −1 ) until the droplets in the emulsion froze (first cycle, solid red line). The onset of the exothermic peak was taken as the freezing point. The sample was then heated up with 1 Kmin −1 (solid blue line) to a temperature which we term the conditioning temperature. This temperature was The curves belong to consecutive cooling/heating cycles with the identical sample and are shifted vertically for clarity. Solid red line: first cooling cycle with homogeneous freezing of the oxalic acid solution, i.e., formation of ice and solid oxalic acid. The onset of the heat release, which is given by the intersection of the two thin grey lines, represents the homogeneous ice freezing temperature (T f1 ). Solid blue line: first heating cycle with an endothermic peak arising from eutectic melting of ice and part of the OAD (T e ). The dotted black line is the conditioning temperature at which the sample is stored for ∼1 min in order to ensure complete melting of ice, while some solid oxalic acid crystals remain in the emulsion droplets. Dashed red line: second cooling cycle with T f2 indicating the heterogeneous ice freezing temperature. Dashed blue line: second heating cycle again showing the eutectic melting (T e ) again, and an additional melting peak (T m ) at 281 K corresponding to the melting of the solid oxalic acid (see insert; note that the y-axis of the insert has been enlarged by a factor of 40).
Experimental procedure
chosen to be above the eutectic melting point of ice and oxalic acid, but below the melting point of oxalic acid. The eutectic melting (all of the ice plus a fraction of the oxalic acid) gives rise to the intense peak with an onset at 272.2 K. In a next step, the sample was cooled again with the same cooling rate (second cycle, dashed red line), until freezing occurred. Finally, the sample was heated above the conditioning temperature such that the melting of oxalic acid was also observed (enlarged peak of the dashed blue line). For most of the solutions at least two independently prepared emulsions were investigated and for each emulsion the second freezing cycle was repeated twice.
Results and discussion
Dicarboxylic acid/water systems
The measurements performed on dicarboxylic acid/water systems are summarized in Table 1 . The concentrations of the organic acids have been chosen to cover the atmospherically relevant range and/or to force crystallization of the organic species. The conditioning temperatures were adjusted to ensure that at least part of the dicarboxylic acids remained solid at the end of the first heating cycle. Literature values of the saturation concentrations listed in Table 1 show that the dicarboxylic acids are close to or slightly above saturation at room temperature.
For all but the least concentrated oxalic acid solutions, as well as for the succinic and adipic acid solutions, the freezing of ice occurred in the first cycle at lower temperature than in the second cycle. This temperature difference may be due to two reasons. First, the crystallized dicarboxylic acid acts as a heterogeneous ice nucleus. Second, the concentration of the dicarboxylic acid is reduced to the saturation level in the presence of crystallized dicarboxylic acid leading to a higher homogeneous freezing temperature. The second effect is the more pronounced the higher the initial concentration. Therefore, the second freezing temperature must be actually compared with a reference measurement of a dicarboxylic acid solution that is just saturated at the ice freezing temperature. Since the solubilities of the dicarboxylic acids at around 235 K are extremely small (e.g., saturation concentration of oxalic acid at 236 K is around 0.35 wt%, based on a thermodynamical extrapolation of data at higher temperature), pure water was here chosen as the reference (see Table 1 ). This is a conservative estimate, as the small error induced by this procedure leads to a slight underestimation of the nucleation potential of the organic ice nucleus. In summary, a specific dicarboxylic acid acts as a heterogeneous ice nucleus when the freezing temperature of the second cycle is higher than the homogeneous freezing temperature of pure water. In the following we term this temperature difference T het .
For all but the least concentrated oxalic acid/water samples, T het lies between 1.8-2.0 K, indicating that solid oxalic acid acts as a heterogeneous ice nucleus in the immersion mode. Since no other exothermic peak is found in the Table 1 . Summary of experiments with binary dicarboxylic acid/water systems and pure water reference measurement. C sample and C sat are the sample and the saturation concentration of the specific dicarboxylic acid, respectively. T c is the conditioning temperature. T f1 and T f2 are the freezing temperatures of the first and second cooling cycle, respectively. For most samples these values represent the mean of at least two independent freezing measurements. The largest individual uncertainty in either T f1 or T f2 from all measurements is ±0.3 K, but in most experiments it is less than ±0.2 K. T m indicates the ice melting point and literature data of melting points are indicated in the brackets.
Solute
C sample (wt%) C sat (wt%) Apelblat and Manzurola (1987) , # Stephen and Stephen (1963) , & Braban et al. (2003) , § Parsons et al. (2004) Rasmussen and MacKenzie (1972) , # Hansen and Beyer (2004) , & Bertram et al. (2000) , § Clegg et al. (1998) , ‡ Koop et al. (1998) , ¶ Koop et al. (1999) freezing curves and considering also the melting point in the last heating cycle at 281 K of Fig. 1 , solid oxalic acid must have formed in the first cycle along with or triggered by ice formation. The solid is assumed to precipitate as oxalic acid dihydrate (OAD) nano-crystals (Braban et al., 2003) . Heterogeneous nucleation was not observed for the 2.5 wt% aqueous oxalic acid solution since it is below the eutectic concentration of ∼3 wt%, and hence no solid compounds remained in the droplets after the first heating cycle. Therefore the freezing temperatures of both cycles are identical and the measured endothermic peak does not indicate eutectic but regular ice melting. Melting points and eutectic points of these solutions are in good agreement with Braban et al. (2003) , who investigated aerosol phase transitions (deliquescence and efflorescence) and bulk solution properties of these aqueous solutions, but not their ice nucleation potential. The concentration of oxalic acid in the solutions, and hence the surface area of the solid OAD, are varied over a considerable range: assuming a single spherical nucleus, the surface of OAD of the most concentrated solution is larger by a factor of 2.4 than in the 5 wt% solution. Nevertheless, the heterogeneous freezing temperatures differ by only ∼0.2 K, which is less than the variability caused by different emulsions. From this we conclude that the heterogeneous freezing rate coefficient under these conditions must be a very steep function of temperature, which is not unusual for ice nucleation processes (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997) . In a similar study with solid (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 as a heterogeneous ice nucleus, Zuberi et al. (2001) have found that heterogeneous freezing temperature of ice on ammonium sulfate crystals occurred at warmer temperatures if the conditioning temperature was closer to the (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 -H 2 O eutectic temperature. The authors concluded that the surface area and surface microstructure of the (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 crystals changed with different conditioning temperatures, leading to a change in the heterogeneous freezing temperature. We have performed similar heterogeneous freezing experiments with a 4.95 wt% and a 9.76 wt% oxalic acid solution by varying the conditioning temperature over a range of 277-283 K and 279-293 K, respectively. When the conditioning temperature for the 4.95 wt% and the 9.86 wt% oxalic acid solution was above T≥281 K and T≥291 K, respectively, heterogeneous ice nucleation was no longer observed, i.e., a complete melting of the oxalic acid dihydrate crystals had occurred (equivalent to the case of a 2.5 wt% oxalic acid solution in the first row in Table 1 ). For all other conditioning temperatures we did not observe any change in the heterogeneous ice freezing temperature, indicating that the crystal microstructure is probably unimportant for heterogeneous ice nucleation on OAD nano-crystals.
Measurements of oxalic acid/aqueous solution systems Reference measurements
The freezing points of the second cycles of the other dicarboxylic acids are all lower than the reference measurement with pure water, indicating that heterogeneous nucleation is inefficient and that freezing point depression due to higher solution concentration dominates. Two cases can be distinguished. First, succinic and adipic acid show a similar behavior as oxalic acid with a clear temperature difference between the first and second cooling cycles. Hence, succinic and adipic acid must have crystallized, although their melting points could not be detected when the samples were heated above the conditioning temperature at the end of the experiment. In a recent study, Parsons et al. (2004) concluded that succinic and adipic acid are not good IN above 243 K in the ice deposition mode. From both data sets, we conclude that these solid acids are unlikely to play any role in heterogeneous ice nucleation in the atmosphere, neither in deposition nor in immersion mode. In the case of phthalic and fumaric acid, the difference of the freezing temperatures between the two cycles are negligibly small because of the low initial concentrations, but since both acids are supersaturated substantially during ice formation, we may nevertheless assume that the acids have crystallized. With the chosen concentrations these nuclei would not melt at the conditioning temperature. Hence, phthalic and fumaric acid are also unlikely to act as IN under atmospheric conditions.
In summary, our results show that out of these five candidates only solid oxalic acid serves as an ice nucleus. However, under atmospheric conditions, solid oxalic acid IN will rarely occur in pure water, but in aqueous solutions together with other organic or inorganic species. Such mixed systems are discussed in the next section.
Oxalic acid/aqueous solutions systems
For the oxalic acid/aqueous solution systems the same experimental procedure was used as for the pure dicarboxylic acid solutions with suitable choices for reference samples. Measurements were performed with different inorganic and organic aqueous solutions, all containing various amounts of oxalic acid (Table 2 ). The exact composition of the solutions in equilibrium with OAD is not generally known. This problem can be overcome by distinguishing two cases. If the concentration of the oxalic acid is negligibly small compared to the additional solute, the concentration of the reference sample can be taken as composition of the initial solution without the oxalic acid. (e.g. solution of interest: 14.9 wt% NaCl/ 0.5 wt% oxalic acid, reference solution: 14.9 wt% NaCl). However, if oxalic acid constitutes a substantial part of the total solute, a considerable error would be introduced by the above procedure. After the crystallization of the OAD in the first cycle, most of the oxalic acid and a minor part of the water are withdrawn from the solution. Consequently, the sample is more concentrated with respect to the additional solute. Therefore the concentration of the reference sample was adjusted for each investigated solution assuming that upon crystallization of OAD no oxalic acid is left in the solution (e.g. solution of interest: 40.0 wt% Malonic acid/4 wt% oxalic acid, reference solution: 42.7 wt% Malonic acid).
Aqueous NaCl/oxalic acid
The solubility of oxalic acid is drastically decreased in a highly concentrated NaCl solution. While the solution with 0.1 wt% oxalic acid is subsaturated at room temperature, those with 0.33 and 0.5 wt% oxalic acid are supersaturated. Consequently these two solutions had to be placed in a water bath (∼310 K) before the emulsions could be prepared. The freezing temperatures of the first and the second cycles are identical for the weakest concentrated solution and thus no solid oxalic acid exists in the droplets after the first heating cycle. The other two solutions show the same behavior as the binary oxalic acid/water system. Namely, the freezing Heterogeneous ice freezing points in the presence of OAD nano-crystals (red symbols) and homogeneous ice freezing points (reference, blue symbols) as a function of water activity. Upward triangles: water; left pointing triangles: SA/ABS; bullets: SA; diamonds: MA; squares: NaCl (see Table 2 ). Red and blue symbols appear as pairs at given water activity indicating the ice freezing temperatures of a specific solution in the presence or absence of OAD IN. The solid line is the homogeneous ice freezing curve for supercooled aqueous solutions and the dash-dotted line is the ice melting point curve . (b) Lines and symbols as in (a). The various pairs of freezing points were shifted horizontally such that the homogeneous freezing point of the reference sample is in accordance with the homogeneous freezing point line (solid). The magenta and green lines indicate a typical laboratory DSC trajectory and an atmospheric trajectory with ice melting points shown by the magenta and green circles, respectively. Under atmospheric conditions, aerosol particles containing OAD nanocrystals will nucleate ice heterogeneously at a lower water activity, and thus lower supersaturation (open red diamond) than is required for homogeneous ice nucleation without OAD (blue diamond).
points of the second cycle are clearly higher ( T het ∼4.5 K) than that of the reference measurement with a 14.9 wt% NaCl solution. Again, T het does not depend on the oxalic acid concentration. The melting peak of the solid oxalic acid is smaller than the resolution of the DSC and could not be observed at the end of the experiment.
Aqueous malonic acid/oxalic acid
For the malonic/oxalic acid solutions, the concentrations of malonic acid are varied from 10 wt% to 40 wt%, whereas the oxalic acid concentration was held constant at 4 wt%. None of these solutions are supersaturated at room temperature. Heterogenous ice nucleation induced by OAD is observed in all experiments. T het varied between 3.0 and 5.0 K . The melting of the solid oxalic acid has been identified in all measurements, whereby the melting temperatures increase with increasing concentration of the malonic acid, indicating that the presence of malonic acid decreases the solubility of oxalic acid in the sample.
3.2.3 Aqueous (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 /oxalic acid and NH 4 HSO 4 /oxalic acid
In the presence of (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 (AS) and NH 4 HSO 4 (ABS) the solubility of oxalic acid is strongly reduced. The stock solution had to be put in a hot water bath for full dissolution. When the solutions were kept at room temperature overnight, crystals slowly formed again. Nevertheless, the temperature difference between the first and the second freezing cycle are in accordance with a homogeneous freezing process. T het is approximately zero for the 4 wt%/4 wt% AS/oxalic acid and the 4 wt%/4 wt% ABS/oxalic acid systems. The positive value for the 30 wt%/3 wt% AS/oxalic acid solution cannot be considered as an indication of heterogeneous freezing since the melting point is also elevated by 1.5 K compared with the reference measurement. Nevertheless a solid phase must have formed based on the increase in the freezing temperature between the first and the second freezing cycle and the elevated melting temperature. This solid phase is not active as a heterogeneous ice nucleus, and therefore must be different from OAD. To confirm this hypothesis we determined the composition of the crystals that crystallized from the stock solution by elemental analysis (C,H,N,S,O by pyrolysis method and H 2 O by Karl Fischer, Solvias AG Basel Switzerland). The absence of sulfur and the relative ratio of the other elements indicates that this new phase consists of ammonium, oxalic acid and water in a ratio of 1:2:2. This stoichiometry is in agreement with the formation of NH 4 H 3 (C 2 O 4 ) 2 ×2H 2 O, a precipitate that was also reported to form in ammoniated oxalic acid solutions above room temperature (Stephen and Stephen, 1964 3.3 Water-activity-based theory for heterogeneous ice nucleation It has been shown that homogeneous ice nucleation in aqueous solutions depends solely on the water activity of the solution independently of the nature of the solute . Therefore, a water activity dependence of heterogeneous immersion freezing of ice is well conceivable. In fact, experimental studies with inorganic nuclei seem to support this view (Zuberi et al., 2002; Archuleta et al., 2005) , and a water-activity-based parameterization of heterogeneous freezing for model applications has been proposed (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003) . In Fig. 2a heterogeneous freezing points of droplets with immersed OAD nanocrystals and reference measurements without OAD nanocrystals are shown as a function of the solution water activity, a w . The a w -values of the reference solutions were determined from the measured ice melting point temperatures, T m . In order to estimate a w at the freezing temperatures it was assumed that a w in these solutions does not depend on temperature, i.e., a w (T f )≈a w (T m ). In addition, since the solubility of OAD at the heterogeneous freezing point is extremely small, the a w -values determined in the reference measurements were also adopted for the solutions containing OAD nano-crystals.
In previous studies , it was found that the homogeneous ice freezing points of a large number of aqueous solutions scatter around a common homogeneous freezing point line (solid line) that is horizontally parallel to the ice melting point line (dash-dotted line), i.e., a constant offset between the two lines exists. More generally, a horizontal offset with respect to the ice melting point curve can be determined for any individual heterogeneous freezing point, a w (T f,het ), and homogeneous freezing point, a w (T f,hom ), by evaluating:
and
where a w (T f )≈a w (T m ) is the water activity at the freezing point determined from the measured ice melting point, and a i w (T f,het ) and a i w (T f,hom ) are the water activities on the ice melting point curve at the heterogeneous and homogeneous freezing temperature, respectively. Subtracting Eq. 1 from Eq. 2 defines the corresponding difference in water activity, δa w , between each pair of heterogeneous/homogeneous ice freezing points corresponding to a sample-with-OAD/reference-without-OAD pair:
This δa w is indicated in Fig. 2a for one sample/reference pair and was used to evaluate the raw data. We note, that the homogeneous freezing points (blue) scatter -by less than 2% in a w -around the homogeneous ice freezing line predicted by water-activity-based ice nucleation theory (black line). The most likely explanation for these small differences is that the water activity in the investigated solutions changes slightly with temperature, and is not constant as was assumed to construct Fig. 2a . Such small changes in water activity with decreasing temperature are quite common, however, measurements of a w in solutions supersaturated with respect to ice are not available for the investigated solutions at low temperatures. Recently, Braban et al. (2003) measured the water activity of malonic acid solutions in bulk samples as a function of temperature, however, only above 274 K. Their data, together with measurements at room temperature of Choi and Chan (2002) , indicate that within experimental error no temperature dependence of the water activity of malonic acid above the ice melting point exists for concentrations relevant to our study. However, it is known from other organic substances that the water activity may indeed vary strongly with decreasing temperature (Zobrist et al., 2003; Koop, 2004) . In order to assess the effect of OAD crystals on heterogeneous ice nucleation in terms of a w , we provide another perspective of the experimental data in Fig. 2b . To remove the scatter in the data stemming from the uncertainties in a w (T f ), we adjusted a w (T f ) such that all measured homogeneous freezing points fall onto the water-activity-based homogeneous freezing line. Technically this can be achieved by defining a a w,het which can be calculated for each measured heterogeneous freezing point by:
where a w,hom =0.305 and δa w was taken from the evaluation of the raw data, as discussed above. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 2b with the individual a w,het -values for each sample given in Table 2 . The arithmetic mean of all measurements yields a value of a w,het = 0.285 with a standard deviation of 2.6×10 −3 . The very small scatter in the heterogeneous freezing data around the dashed line corresponding to a w,het =0.285 as well as the very small standard deviation in a w,het provides strong support for a treatment of immersion freezing within the framework of water-activity-based nucleation theory, see Appendix B.
It should be noted that atmospheric aerosol particles in a cooling air parcel follow a pathway different from that used in our experiments. In the laboratory, the droplets are cooled at a constant composition until they freeze homogeneously or heterogeneously. The laboratory trajectory for a solution containing 40 wt% malonic acid and 4 wt% oxalic acid is shown schematically as the magenta line in Fig. 2b . In contrast, the composition of an atmospheric aerosol droplet is determined from the balance of water partial and vapor pressures (green line), i.e., from relative humidity, which is equal to a w under equilibrium conditions. Once the atmospheric trajectory has passed the frost point (green circle), the aerosol particles are supersaturated with respect to ice. Liquid droplets will freeze at the homogeneous freezing point (blue diamond), unless they contain an ice nucleus such as an OAD nano-crystal which will induce freezing when they reach the heterogeneous freezing line (open red diamond). So far it was shown that oxalic acid may act as a immersion mode ice nucleus and that the effect of OAD on freezing temperature can be parameterized using water activity. In Appendix B, we use this information to estimate the heterogeneous ice nucleation rate coefficient for immersion nucleation and how it can be parameterized for inclusion into a microphysical box model. In the following section, the occurrence of OAD in the UT and its possible influence on the microphysical and radiative properties of cirrus clouds are investigated.
Atmospheric implications
Single particle measurements
In a recent field campaign in the UT, oxalic acid constituted a considerable fraction of the total classified organics (Narukawa et al., 2003b) . The presence of oxalic acid in upper tropospheric aerosols is also supported by particle analysis by laser mass spectrometry (PALMS) instrument. Figure 3a shows an example of a PALMS single particle mass spectrum that contains an oxalate peak at mass peak 89. The cluster ions at mass peak 179 show that the mass peak 89 is due to a molecule with a mass of 90 which readily loses a proton and undergoes little fragmentation. The lack of major isotopes eliminates any molecules with sulfur, chlorine, etc. Oxalic acid is the only species identified in aerosol particles with these characteristics, although peroxypropionic acid and hydroxypropionic acid have the same molecular weight. This exemplary particle is probably quite acidic because laboratory tests have shown that cluster ions containing H 2 SO 4 are more common in mass spectra from sulfuric acid than from ammonium sulfate. Up to 1% of the total mass spectra collected in several field campaigns contained a significant oxalate ion peak. Figure 3b depicts a vertical distribution of the mass peak 89, indicating a clear maximum of oxalate in the mass spectra in the middle and upper troposphere. At lower altitudes, besides a lower abundance of mass 89 in the spectra, those particles showing mass 89 were usually neutralized (as indicated by the simultaneous presence of sulfate, nitrate, and a wide variety of organic acid peaks) instead of acidic as in the example in Fig. 3a . The frequency of the oxalic acid enriched particles starts to fall off also in the stratosphere with the smaller overall proportion of organic material there .
PALMS was flown in the CRYSTAL-FACE campaign in 2002 with a counterflow virtual impactor inlet with the capability of separating ice crystals from interstitial aerosol particles and then evaporating the water by heating the inlet to detect the ice nucleus (Cziczo et al., 2004b) . Despite the heating, one of the mass spectra of ice nuclei had a significant oxalate peak as well as sulfate probably in the form of sulfuric acid (199 ice crystals were sampled in this flight). Although only one particle, it does indicate that mixed particles of oxalic and sulfuric acid can act as ice nuclei in clouds. This spectrum of an ice nucleus had the largest oxalate peak of any particle observed during the CRYSTAL-FACE mission and was acquired at 14.4 km altitude during a flight on the 9 July 2002 south along the Yucatan peninsula (Cziczo et al., 2004b) . It is interesting to note that most of the cirrus clouds sampled during this mission were convectively formed and contained residues with the signature of aerosols of boundary layer and lower tropospheric origin (e.g., sea salt and mineral dust). The cloud encountered on the 9 July was the only case of a cloud which appeared to freeze from aerosols with a free tropospheric signature (i.e., predominantly sulfates). The OAD nano-crystal precipitation in the atmosphere may be triggered by ice formation when a cirrus cloud is nucleated homogeneously, similar to the laboratory experiments. Once formed, OAD nano-crystals will grow via gas phase diffusion of oxalic acid at the expense of remaining liquid particles, similar to a Bergeron-Findeisen process. Vapor pressure measurements of aqueous oxalic acid particles performed in an electrodynamic balance (see Appendix A) suggest that the growth of a OAD nano-crystal to a particle with a radius of 0.1 µm takes 33 h at 235 K, which is sufficiently fast to occur on atmospheric time scales. Because of their low solubility and vapor pressure OAD nano-crystals will persist even if the ice crystals sublimate in drier air masses or at lower altitudes in sedimenting ice particles.
Microphysical Box model
In order to investigate the change in the microphysical properties of cirrus clouds nucleated on OAD compared to cirrus clouds exclusively formed by homogeneous nucleation, the microphysical box model first described by Hoyle et al. (2005) was expanded to include heterogeneous ice nucleation (see Appendix B). Figure 4 shows the simulated ice number densities (n ice ) as a function of constant cooling rate in the absence and presence of OAD nano-crystals. The presence of a limited number of heterogeneous IN reduces the final ice number density largely when compared to the homogeneous case, an effect that has also been observed in a similar modeling study (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003) . For a given IN number density, the reduction in n ice when compared to homogeneous nucleation is largest at cooling rates greater than that cooling rate, at which n ice,hom is approximately equal to IN number density.
Occurrence frequencies of ice particle number densities (n ice ) can be simulated for initial homogeneous nucleation followed by competitive OAD-induced heterogeneous and homogeneous ice nucleation. The simulations were performed at temperatures of 200, 215 and 230 K thus covering a range in altitudes from 11-15 km. The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the presence of OAD in the aerosols leads to a reduction in n ice by up to ∼50% when compared to purely homogeneous freezing, resulting in ∼20% decrease in optical depth, which corresponds to a negative Twomey effect (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005) . In addition, fewer ice particles with larger sizes sediment faster and reduce the lifetime of the cloud.
Global radiative modeling
We calculated the shortwave and longwave radiative effect at the top-of-the atmosphere (TOA) using the ECHAM4 climate model (Appendix C) in order to investigate the global impact of the reduction of n ice caused by heterogeneous freezing in the presence of OAD compared to cirrus clouds exclusively formed by homogeneous nucleation. This effect was obtained by implementing the temperature dependent increase in effective ice crystal radius in the radiation routine derived from the above microphysical calculations (see Fig. 5 ). The radiative transfer scheme was then called once again diagnostically with this changed effective radius while keeping all other parameters the same, such as ice water content and cloud cover. Figure 6 shows shortwave and longwave TOA effect of cirrus clouds formed in the presence of OAD nano-crystals compared to cirrus clouds exclusively homogeneously nucleated.
With the obtained temperature dependent reduction of n ice , heterogeneous freezing in the presence of OAD causes a global mean negative Twomey effect of +0.3 Wm −2 in the shortwave that is overcompensated by increased longwave emission of −0.6 Wm −2 , yielding a net effect of −0.3 Wm −2 . This effect is most pronounced in areas of tropical deep convection and extratropical storm tracks. This estimate represents an upper bound because all cirrus clouds were considered to have frozen in the presence of OAD. These results pose the question, which fraction of atmospheric ice particles might actually nucleate in the absence of OAD, which would then reduce the estimate in Fig.6 ? We have presently no suitable method to estimate which percentage of all cirrus clouds in the real atmosphere has previously undergone ice formation, exposing them to the effect of OAD, and which percentage of all cirrus clouds has nucleated for the first time, i.e., without exposure to OAD. This percentage might be different for regions with cirrus originating predominantly from deep convection than for regions with cirrus nucleating predominantly in situ in slow upwelling. For liquid clouds it is well known that the water undergoes multiple condensation and evaporation cycles before the water precipitates, typically 10-times (Pruppacher and Jaenicke, 1995) . Although it is likely to be similar for ice clouds, we are not aware of investigations of this issue.
We have attempted to estimate how many freezing/evaporation cycles an air mass passes through by using trajectory calculations based on the 3-dimensional, 6 hourly wind fields of the 40 year reanalysis ERA-40 provided by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF). 10-day backward trajectories provide Fig. 6 . Global shortwave, longwave and net TOA effect of cirrus clouds that have nucleated heterogeneously on solid OAD particles as compared to cirrus clouds formed in the absence of OAD. A positive shortwave effect means that less solar radiation is reflected to space. A negative longwave effect means that more longwave radiation is emitted to space.
the required information to determine the fraction of clouds nucleating in air parcels that had previously been glaciated and therefore contain OAD. It was found that at 150 hPa typically 90% of all air in cirrus clouds had experienced a previous glaciation, at 200 hPa still 63%, but at 300 hPa only 13% (globally averaged numbers). When these results were implemented in the ECHAM4 climate model, the calculated effect of OAD reduces from −0.3 Wm −2 to −0.04 Wm −2 , simply because many of the cirrus clouds at lower levels have nucleated ice for the first time. In this sense the results shown in Fig. 6 present upper limits of the OAD effect. However, we think that the lower limit of only −0.04 Wm −2 is likely to be a gross underestimation of the OAD effect because the trajectory calculations ignore the presence of smaller scale temperature perturbations (including in-cloud turbulence) which will increase the frequency of nucleation/evaporation cycles far beyond the result from the synoptic-scale trajectory calculation. We have at present no proper means to calculate the frequency of cirrus formation in individual air parcels.
Conclusions
Measurements of heterogeneous freezing points with various immersed dicarboxylic acids in different aqueous solutions have been presented. It was found that only oxalic acid, in the form of OAD, acts as a heterogeneous ice nucleus. The heterogeneous freezing points do not depend strongly on the oxalic acid surface area, which indicates that the heterogeneous rate coefficient is a strong function of temperature. The T het for the different aqueous solution is between 1.8 and 5 K, with T het increasing with increasing concentration of the solution. Water-activity-based nucleation theory adapted to heterogeneous ice nucleation in the immersion mode showed that the measured heterogeneous freezing points are well described by a constant offset of a w,het =0.285. We can conclude that the heterogeneous ice nucleation in the immersion mode is generally described by a constant offset a w,het for each ice nucleus, since the same approach was already applied successfully in two other independent studies using different IN (Zuberi et al., 2002; Archuleta et al., 2005) . Simulations with a microphysical box model indicate that OAD nano-crystals decrease the ice particle number density in cirrus clouds by up to 50%, which leads to a reduction of the optical depth by up to 20%. The net-radiative effect of cirrus clouds nucleated heterogeneously on OAD nano-crystals compared to exclusively homogeneously nucleated clouds is estimated by the ECHAM4 model to be at most −0.3 Wm −2 . These results suggest a potentially strong influence of oxalic acid on the radiation budget. However, they also give rise to several questions that should be investigated in future studies: What are the major sources for oxalic acid in the UT and how are they influenced by anthropogenic factors? Could a change in emissions of organic precursors or in climatic conditions have influenced the abundance of oxalic acid in the free troposphere? For OAD containing particles to be active as IN, the oxalic acid must crystallize as OAD. Our DSC experiments have shown that this happens concurrently with or induced by ice freezing. In the atmosphere this means that an air parcel must have undergone a freezing/evaporation cycle to contain OAD IN. Hence, the occurrence of this type of IN depends on the history of the air parcel.
There is ample evidence that oxalic acid is contained in upper tropospheric aerosols (Narukawa et al., 2003a , and this study) and it is very likely that its mixing ratio is anthropogenically influenced. However, this does not mean that the OAD-induced heterogeneous ice nucleation discussed here must also be affected by changes in the oxalic acid mixing ratios. Rather, there could be a threshold for the OAD effect which results as follows. According to the process outlined here, the number density of OAD nuclei is solely determined by the initial homogeneous ice nucleation, i.e, independent of the oxalic acid mixing ratio. The resulting OAD IN grow subsequently via the Bergeron-Findeisen process. If oxalic acid mixing ratios change, this will affect the size of OAD IN but not their number density, and hence will not affect the ice particle number densities of second and higher generation clouds. Therefore, it is unlikely that there is a linear dependence between oxalic acid and cirrus properties. Conversely, there must be a threshold at some low mixing ratio, below which the oxalic acid concentration is too low to form OAD or the resulting IN become too small to be still efficient. However, this argument also has limitations. It ignores that OAD number densities might change through outmixing and entrainment of air in clouds. It will require future investigations to explore the consequences of mixing effects for OAD-induced ice nucleation.
Notwithstanding the answers to these questions, the present work demonstrates that oxalic acid is likely to play a considerable role in the Earth's climate system.
Appendix A Vapor pressure of aqueous oxalic acid particles
Vapor pressures of aqueous oxalic acid solutions were obtained using a single levitated oxalic acid aqueous solution particle in an electrodynamic balance. Details of the experimental setup of the electrodynamic balance and its analytical capabilities are given in Colberg et al. (2004) . For the measurements of vapor pressures of semivolatile compounds in aqueous solutions, the relative humidity in the experimental chamber is kept constant while the gas phase vapor pressure of the organic compound is kept infinitely small by means of a continuous flow of a N 2 /H 2 O gas mixture through the chamber. Mie resonance spectroscopy is used to monitor H /R=9800±500 K the radius change of the particle due to loss of the organic compound to the gas phase (Chylek et al., 1983) . To follow a resonance peak as a function of time, a point source broad band LED (centered at 585 nm) is used to illuminate the particle. A spectrograph with CCD detector records the spectrum of the elastically backscattered light (Zardini et al., 2006) . Thus, the radius and its change with time at a chosen temperature and relative humidity can be determined. The vapor pressure is then calculated using the evaporation equation. The vapor pressures as a function of temperature, p vap (T ), follow the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
where p 0 is the vapor pressure of a liquid solution at the reference temperature T 0 and H the evaporation enthalpy in Jmol −1 . To calculate the vapor pressure from the particle radius change, the density of the aqueous oxalic acid solution has to be known. Since no accurate experimental data is available, we calculated the vapor pressures given in Table 3 for two different realistic densities for the aqueous solutions (ρ aq ). The uncertainty of the vapor pressures of 15% is mainly due to the error in absolute radius, originating from the finite resolution of the spectrograph used. For a tropospheric aerosol containing liquid particles with an oxalic acid concentration of 2 wt% at cirrus temperatures, a previous nucleation event will result in the crystallization of OAD together with ice. The low OAD vapor pressure leads to the growth of the OAD crystals at the expense of the oxalic acid in the liquid particle. Thus one can estimate whether the gas phase transport from a liquid aerosol particle to a solid OAD crystal occurs on timescales of atmospheric relevance. The growth of a spherical particle to the radius of r 0 can be described as (Fahey et al., 2001) ,
where V is the molecular volume of OAD, D * g is the effective gas phase diffusion coefficient of oxalic acid in air, n g and n OAD vap are the gas phase and equilibrium oxalic acid concentrations over OAD and t is the time needed for a particle to grow to the size of r 0 . D * g can be expressed by the diffusion coefficient over a bulk phase (D g ) and a kinetic reduction factor due to small particle radii:
where r andv are the radius and the mean thermal velocity of the particle. D g can be estimated with the diffusion coefficient of water vapor (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997) and an adjustment factor due to the different masses of water and oxalic acid.
where T and p are the temperature and pressure of the growing particle. T 0 and p 0 are 298 K and 1013 mbar. µ H 2 O and µ OA are the reduced masses of water molecules in air and oxalic acid molecules in air, respectively.v can be expressed as:
Here, M OA is the molar mass of oxalic acid. Assuming a constant volume of the air mass, n g can be determined by means of the ideal gas law. The rate at which the solid particles grow by gas phase transport of oxalic acid proceeds can be obtained assuming p OAD vap =0 and calculating p g for a 2 wt% aqueous solution based on Raoult's law and ideal solutions. Thus a new particle grows at T =235 K in ∼33 h to a size of 0.1 µm.
Appendix B
Microphysical box model
To estimate the influence of OAD on the ice number density of cirrus clouds, the microphysical box model described by Hoyle et al. (2005) was used. So far, in this model only homogeneous ice nucleation has been considered. In the presence of an IN, such as OAD, the total ice nucleation rate, R tot , is given by
where j hom (T ) and j het (T ) are the homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation rate coefficients at temperature T , respectively. V liquid and S OAD are the volume of the liquid droplet and the surface of the ice nucleus, which both can be determined based on field data or laboratory experiments. j hom (T ) is described according to Koop et al. (2000) , while j het (T ) can be estimated using the DSC freezing point experiments carried out in this study. In the DSC experiments the cooling rates and the sample volumes are equal for the homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation and T het is rather small (see Table 2 ). Moreover, the width of the heterogeneous and homogeneous freezing peaks in the DSC are very similar. Therefore, the homogeneous, R hom (T f ), and heterogeneous, R het (T f2 ), nucleation rates are approximately equal for both experiments:
T f is the homogeneous freezing temperature of the reference sample and T f2 the heterogeneous freezing temperature of the second cycle (see Table 2 ). V liquid is calculated using the mean diameter of the emulsion droplets of 4 µm. The surface of the OAD is determined by assuming that all oxalic acid in a particle is incorporated in a spherical crystal. Based on this assumption j het (T ) can be estimated for the measured freezing points. Parameterization of the heterogeneous freezing temperatures in terms of a constant water activity offset with respect to the ice melting point curve as done in Sect. 3.3 allows to estimate j het at any given temperature and a w by, j het (a w , T ) = V liquid S OAD · j hom (a w + δa avg w , T ),
where δa avg w = a w,hom -a w,het =0.02 (see Fig. 2 ). With these nucleation rate coefficients it is possible to calculate the total nucleation rate of an air parcel containing background aerosol particles as well as OAD IN. Aerosol properties are taken from the PACE-7 campaign over the northwestern Pacific Ocean in 2000, since in this field study, the concentration of oxalic acid (collected on Teflon filters, Narukawa et al., 2003b) as well as the size distribution of the background aerosol (Zaizen et al., 2004) have been measured at several heights in the upper troposphere. For the initial aerosol size distribution of the model, mean values of several flights at 11 km of the PACE-7 campaign are used. The size distribution and surface areas of the OAD nano-crystals are estimated starting from an oxalic acid concentration of uniformly 2 wt% in the liquid phase. Solid OAD nano-crystals that form in a first homogeneous freezing event result in an ice particle number density according to the solid lines in Fig. 5 . In all nucleated ice particles, the oxalic acid is assumed to crystallize fully to OAD. The OAD particles then grow by a Bergeron-Findeisen type process at the expense of the liquid aerosol particles.
In the atmosphere, gravity waves and turbulence lead to mesoscale cooling rates which are in most cases clearly larger than the synoptic scale cooling rates (Hoyle et al., 2005) . One has to take into account that the cooling rate at the moment of the nucleation is crucial for the nucleation process itself. For the SUCCESS campaign (Subsonic Aircraft: Contrail and Cloud Effects Special Study) we have converted measurements of the vertical winds to mesoscale cooling rates (black dashed line in Fig. 4) . The same MonteCarlo techniques as in Hoyle et al. (2005) are used here to simulate the number density of ice particles by homogeneous nucleation alone and by homogeneous together with heterogeneous nucleation. For this purpose a simplified synoptic scale trajectory with a cooling rate of 0.2 Kh −1 was assumed, and this trajectory was calculated repeatedly (4000 times) with superimposed mesoscale temperature fluctuations to obtain the ice number density for homogeneous ice nucleation (red line in Fig. 5 ). For the subsequent heterogeneous nucleation cycle, the number density of the OAD and their surface area distribution were calculated by modeling their formation during a first freezing cycle as explained above. The number density of OAD in each simulation was chosen stochastically from the calculated ice number density after the first homogeneous freezing cycle. This time the trajectory was calculated 4000 times with varying overlaying mesoscale fluctuations (see dashed lines in Fig. 5 ).
Appendix C Global climate model (ECHAM4)
The cirrus scheme described by Lohmann and Kärcher (2002) was used for the ECHAM4 model simulation. The homogeneous freezing parameterization uses temperature, aerosol number density, and updraft speeds empirically corrected for subgrid-scale variability to determine the number concentration of newly formed ice crystals, n i , in a given model time step t. The evaluation of n i is based on a nucleation rate expression that links the rate with temperature and water activity in the freezing aerosol . The latter is approximated by the ambient relative humidity in order to obtain an analytical solution. For homogeneous freezing to occur within one time step, the adiabatic cooling from a constant updraft speed has to exceed the critical supersaturation. The climate model then uses n i and integrates prognostic equations for the cloud ice mass mixing ratio and ice crystal number concentrations. The climate model simulation was conducted in T30 horizontal resolution (3.75 • ×3.75 • ) with 19 vertical levels and a 30 min time-step for one full year after an initial spin-up of 3 months using climatological sea surface temperatures and sea ice extent.
